About the Seminar

In commemoration of celebration of a decade of NRCSS, we are organizing a National Seminar on “Seed Spices- Perspective, Potential, Threats and their solutions”. The main objective of this seminar is to conduct a SWOT Analysis i.e., strength, weakness, opportunity and threats after a decade of research activities. The seminar will consist of invited lectures as well as research findings in theme area and posters.

The Organizers: NRC on Seed Spices, Tabiji, Ajmer

Realizing the potential of seed spices crops for providing income security to the people of arid to semi-arid zone, the Indian Planning Commission, as recommended by the working group of Department of Agricultural Research and Education, approved establishment of National Research Centre on Seed Spices, Ajmer (NRCSS) during 9th five year plan to initiate research work on seed spices especially aimed at improving the productivity and quality with reference to export value and domestic demand. The Centre came in to existence on 22 April 2000. The centre has grown to enviable position now and has made remarkable impact on the improvement of seed spices crops cultivation

Indian society of seed spices (ISSS)

The ISSS is the professional society functioning from premises of NRCSS with the major objective of advancement of seed spices for improving the productivity and quality.

Theme areas:

The seminar proposes to discuss the achievements till date and problem faced in achieving them and where we lack under following headings:

- Crop improvement
- Crop Production
- Crop protection
- Post Harvest Management and Value Addition
- Economics & Marketing
- Basic Sciences

Submission of Abstracts and papers for Oral / Poster Presentations

Abstracts and full length papers are invited for oral and poster presentations. The abstract should be typed separately in 250 words submitted by 20th November, 2009. All the accepted papers will be published in the form of proceedings. The abstract and papers should be written in MS Word Times Roman Font “12” with 1.5 spacing in A4 size paper with a soft copy by E-Mail or in a CD and The abstracts should reach to The Organizing Secretary

(glal67@yahoo.co.in, glal2158@gmail.com).

Receipt of abstracts will be acknowledged.
The authors will be communicated regarding mode of presentation by December 5, 2009.

Dates to remember

Seminar: 16th-17th January 2010
Submission of Abstracts: November 20, 2009
Acceptance of abstract: December 5, 2009
Submission of full papers: December 20, 2009

Registration Fee:

(Up to Nov 25th 2009): Rs. 500 for scientist/teachers
Rs. 300 for students/ SRF/ RA
(After Nov 25th 2009): Rs.600 for scientist/teachers
Rs. 400 for students/ SRF/ RA

Advertisement:

Some publication will be arising from the seminar which will be published in the form of books. Space is available for entrepreneurs and traders dealing with agriculture including seed spices to place advertisement to give wider publicity. The Charges for full page will be Rs. 4,000 and for half page Rs. 2500/-

How to Reach NRCSS, Tabiji Ajmer

NRCSS is located on Ajmer- Beawar road 13 km away from Ajmer railway station. Ajmer is well connected by train and bus services from major cities. The nearest airport is at Jaipur, 135 km away from Ajmer.
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